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ABOUT US…
 Edna ISD is a rural 3A district in ESC3 with approximately 

1,550 students

 Located along the Gulf Coast (near Victoria, TX.)

 Ethnically diverse:
 63.3% Economically Disadvantaged
 14 % African American
 46% Hispanic
 37%White
 50/50 male – female ratio
 10% English Language Learners

 4 Campuses: Elementary (PPCD-5), Junior High (6-8), High 
School (9-12), Alternative

 House the Jackson County Special Services Co-op



 Edna ISD had issues with:

1) Discipline

2) Academics

3) Overall Brand

Board gave direction upon my hire to create ways to, not only fix the issues at 
hand but, repair the image within the community. Students had transferred 
out to neighboring districts, academic performance was very low in 
comparison to neighbors, and our discipline in the building and on the field 
were in question. Community wanted action.

Thus came Improve the Brand ….



 #1 is to Be Authentic.

 We had to be honest as a district - what were our issues?
 What was our reputation?
 What events had taken place to create this image and what can we do to change?

 #2 is to Have a Conversation.

 We had to be genuine and honest in that many of us as employees or 
stakeholders were contributing to the problem on personal social media, in 
the grocery store, at church. We were spinning our own negative story.
 We needed to take ownership of the fix.
 We needed to Ride for the Brand and expand our brand loyalty.



 One of the poorest performing districts in the Region and a campus on I/R with two 
others on the brink…

 We went to work to emphasize relationships and rigor. 

 Data analysis and curriculum alignment.

 Instructional Rounds and Powerwalks.

 Fundamental Five and a Professional Development waiver for additional staff 
trainings.

 Reorganized staff to put our best in the STAAR  levels and started an early hiring 
protocol.

 Addressed salary and stipends to become competitive in our area.



 Consistency and Expectations - publish the rules and publish the consequences

 Create buy-in

 Emphasize relationships

 Rebuilt coaching staff and brought in disciplinarians that had a track record of 
success

 Created an Alternative campus for drop out and credit recovery as well as DAEP 
placement.

 Emphasize extracurricular involvement with the expectation that participation was 
a privilege.

 Expect success!



 Change starts from within.

 Focus on Quality - increase number of AP and Dual Credit opportunities, expect 
and train for rigor.

 Improve RTI more supports in place to help students meet higher expectations.

 Have parent meetings to explain the reasons for the changes.

 Rebuild the website to create engagement and offer more content in a relevant 
format.

 Improve our social media presence- launch a school App, Facebook and Twitter. 
Campus and district accounts with emphasis on celebrating our student’s 
successes and convey information in a concise manner.

 Be very open and honest in our dialogue- with community, students, and the board.



OUR PHILOSOPHY IS….
Edna ISD



 Create a common vocabulary

 Establish a vision for what good teaching looks like.

 Have a way of measuring the fidelity of strategies (Fundamental Five) emphasized.

 Not evaluation of teachers but my evaluation of campus and administration with the 
emphasis coming out of their own mouth and from their colleagues.

 Gives me a chance to mentor AP’s and find potential from within.

 Constantly demonstrate what crucial conversations look and sound like.

 Create a climate of high expectations.

 Model getting out of the office and into the classroom.

 Establish strong instructional leadership.



 Clear strategies that across the district.

 Focus relentlessly

 Planning process= Student Outcomes> Strategies> Tools> Rigor/Relevance

 Cannot have a tool surplus with a strategy deficit.

 The measure of a good teacher is not what he or she can do but what they can get 
their students to do.

 Look at John Hattie’s Instructional Strategies for a resource as well as Bold School 
by Weston Kieschnick

 Students average asking 1.8 academic questions a day….



 Posted learning objective in student friendly language

 Look at the lesson and translate how you will talk to kids

 Have a closing question or product with every lesson

 The beginning and the end of the lesson frame

 Two featured parts:   1) Daily Learning objective (DLO)    2) Closing question

 The lesson frame should be posted in the room for all to see and refer to 
throughout the lesson.

 What are we doing today and what will I be expected to do as a result?



 Teaching or lecturing in close proximity to the students as an individual or group.

 Discipline strategy as well. On task behavior increases and discipline issues 
decrease.

 Student retention of content increases.

 Student achievement will increase as well.

 Make a conscious commitment to the practice.

 Eliminate teacher distractions

 Monitor student progress

 Reinforce positive behaviors

 Make micro- adjustments to your instruction.



 “ I do” > “We do” > “You do”

 No more than 10- 12 minutes of teacher talk then break into small groups for 
collaboration and communication.

 Classroom discussion allows students to improve communication skills by voicing 
their opinions and thoughts. Teachers also benefit from classroom discussion as it 
allows them to see if students have learned the concepts that are being taught. 
Moreover, a classroom discussion creates an environment where everyone learns 
from each other.

 Pre-planned questions that guide them towards our desired outcome.

 Stretches rigor and relevance and allows for differentiation.

 Peer tutoring takes place within the process.



 Make a big deal of small accomplishments- reinforce effort and establish a climate 
of acceptance of their ideas and thoughts.

 Reinforce the work it takes to be successful with specificity and personalization.

 Recognition inspires students too with motivation to strive for academic success.

 Reinforces the work habits needed to improve academic performance



 Critical writing described as writing for the purpose of organizing, clarifying, 
defending, refuting, analyzing, connecting and/or expanding on ideas or concepts.

 Easiest and most natural way to expand rigor

 Short comparison paragraph, exit ticket, open ended essay question, mind map, or 
a purposeful note (Cornell notes).

 Write more = remember more = reading improves = better understanding = own 
the learning.

 Standardized writing process- brought in a consultant. In a nutshell – they will edit 
and revise until it is right and in the correct format.



 When the Legislature turned the dual credit game into the Wild Wild West- we 
negotiated with another college to offer dual credit courses for a more reasonable 
price to our students.  Coastal Bend College - $99 + Fees per course. We pay a 
stipend to the teachers and CB pays them a decreased pay and pass the savings on 
to the student.

 Formerly it cost an EHS student $320 per course and we had about 20 students 
participate- now with the decreased cost it is jumped to 75+ students participating 
in dual credit opportunities.

 Increase # of Pre- AP/AP

 RIGOR



 Increased the number of CATE classes and courses offered.

 Increased the number of certifications earned by students.

 Increased the CATE funding to $1,000,000.00 over 4 years.



 Increased wireless access points

 All teachers received a tablet (emergency listserv)

 Increased number of computer labs at all campuses

 Increased number of laptop carts for classroom check out (by department)

 Presentation set ups in cafeteria, library, and classrooms.



 Allowed for us to place struggling students in lab classes without losing electives 
such as athletics or band.

 Increased enrollment in CATE and dual credit courses.

 Therefore increased CATE funding.

 Allowed for smaller class sizes.

 Improved SPED delivery and increased inclusion opportunities.

 Teachers get one planning period.



 Micro-teaching is a video recording of a lesson with a debriefing. The lesson is 
reviewed in order to improve the teaching and learning experience. 

 Under the guidance of a mentor (Department chair or administrator), the teacher 
is first asked to present a self feed back of their mini lesson, then a peer gives 
feedback to provide positive reinforcement and constructive criticism.

 The synopsis is turned in as a component of T-TESS- not for a rating but to generate 
an instructional conversation about what they saw that they liked and something 
that they would change.

 Purchased tripods and holders for tablets (Every teacher has one) and then they 
set up a video of their lesson delivery.



 Turn in a notebook or a flash drive to their Principal who is their evaluator.

 Synopsis of video analysis

 Student work samples

 Lesson frame examples

 Scope and sequence with notes and highlights of TEKS coverage

 Formative assessments and benchmark data

 Heat maps of class academic progress in their subject area



 T-PESS component

 Data team documents, heat maps, student progress tracking

 RTI plans

 Special Programs monitoring forms

 Professional development

 Self assessment/ reflection

 Goals (2) - Personal one and Professional one.

 Bring an example of a Teacher portfolio to share.



 Books chosen with specific messages or address an identified deficiency as a 
district.

 Mix in a motivational message (video)

 Group presentations on ways to incorporate this into our campus or professional 
life,

 Blog where you answer questions that I propose and then you must reply to a 
colleagues post with a suggestion or addition.

 Shifting The Monkey, 212 Degrees of Leadership, Move the Bus, Turn the Ship Around, 
Extreme Ownership, The Try, etc.



 Drop out recovery center

 Credit recovery

 Graduation acceleration

 Discipline center

 Attendance recovery

 Manage numbers

 Counseling from outside agencies

 Workforce solutions

 Average (2) graduates a month at Board meetings



Create an image
Develop a sense of pride
Foster an atmosphere of hospitality
Promote the positive



 Train your ambassadors
Give ‘em the Pickle video https://youtu.be/JJjf6ifg7U0
 Be consistent and true to your brand.
 First impressions
 Photos/pictures – post and advertise how you look more than what 

you say

https://youtu.be/JJjf6ifg7U0


Definition:
The process involved in creating a unique name 
and image for a product in the consumers' mind, 
mainly through advertising campaigns with a 
consistent theme. 
Branding aims to establish a significant and 
differentiated presence in the market that 
attracts and retains loyal customers.



 Suburban



 Activity bus



 Ag truck



 Trailers





 Cowboys



#1 Know your district - inside and out.

#2 Communicate your brand throughout the district.

#3 Be Consistent and Stand for Something.



Why would people choose EISD?

How do we stack up to our competitors?

How would we change to better serve 
our students?

How do we attract and appeal to our 
community?



 In- service

Website

 Social media

 School App

Newspaper

Chamber of Commerce



Display your colors and establish your authority with continuity that 
reflects your system values.

 Innovate, educate, and focus on solutions with attention to detail.

 Focus on your efforts and attempt to break from the pack.

Celebrate your successes.

Control your own narrative.

Cultivate relationships



 Board of Trustees
 Administrators
 Staff
 Parents
 Community
 Ministerial Alliance
 Local Law Enforcement
 Chamber of Commerce
 Newspaper
 Education Foundation



 601 N. Wells, Edna TX. 77957

 361.782.3573

 Robert O’Connor, Superintendent

 Madalyn Maresh, Assistant Superintendent of HR & Federal Programs
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